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Periodicity criteria

• Criteria of periodicity are the functions of measured 
values and trial period  T, which take large value when the 
data contain the component with period  T and take small 
value if the data set does not include such a component. 

• Criteria of periodicity can be applied to pulsars, variable 
stars, cepheids, motion of planets and satellites, quasi-
periodic oscillations in accretion disks and many other 
phenomena. 



  

Periodicity criteria

          Assume that we have so-called rare pulses:

                               t i            i = 1, 2, …, M

     First criterion   (Rayleigh criterion)   is 

Where   ti   are the time moment of events, 
              T  is a trial period 



  

Periodicity criteria

          Define the phase of event as

And build an  m-bin light curve 



  

Periodicity criteria

          
Criteria K2, K3, K4  are analyze the structure of the light
curve and have the form:



  

Properties of the criteria with 
constant  T

Mean values,  covariation and correlation matrices

N = 100000 realizations,  M = 1000 event in a series 



  

Correlation  function

Typical structure of the criteria



  

Correlation  function



  

Correlation  function

Averaging  over N = 1000 realizations 



  

Confidence level
To define the confidence level we should build the maxima distribution



  

Confidence level



  

Confidence level

N = 1000000 realization,   n = 30 trial periods



  

Generalization to continuous signal

Rayleigh criterion

Other criteria analyze the light curve and have the same form



  

What do the criteria really extract?

     We do not know what is a periodicity exactly because the 
standard mathematical definition 

                             f(T)  =  f(T+t)

     is not good and cannot be applied to real objects.

     The criteria reveal not the periodicity itself, but its external 
manifestations, such as non-smooth light curve. 

     If the phase is not a linear function of a time we should use the 
time transformation  

                                t  = g(t’),

    so that in new time variable  t’ the process would be pure 
periodic. 



  

What do the criteria really extract?

The light curves which are good detected by different 
periodicity
criteria. 



  

Conclusions

• We know statistical properties of at least four criteria of 
periodicity.

• We can apply these criteria to real objects and correctly define 
the confidence levels.

• We know the individual properties of the criteria
• We can apply the criteria to both discrete and continuous 

signal


